Avast Cleanup
The longer you use your PC, the more it will get bogged down by residual files, unused junk data, useless applications, and accumulated
browser data. This can rob you of precious bytes that could store photos, games, movies, and more. Reclaim your PC from the data-gobbling
menace with Avast Cleanup, the quick, secure way to get your PC running like new. With cleaning, optimization, and scheduling functions,
you can give your PC more space, improve performance, and remove potentially dangerous apps.

KEY FEATURES
ROUND UP JUNK FILES
Huge chunks of your data are taken up by useless ‘junk files’ such as software distribution, temporary files, driver packages, system logs, and more. Getting rid of these
files can give you a full feature-length movie’s worth of data!

ADD-ON AND SEARCH ENGINE CLEANER
If your browser has an add-on with a bad reputation or an untrusted search engine,
you can identify and remove these problem elements and replace them with more
trustworthy alternatives.

SCRUB THAT BROWSER CLEAN
Clear your browsing and download history to erase your presence online, but don’t
stop there: You can also erase elements like your browser’s cache, cookies, and
tracking cookies — spies that give your browsing data to advertisers.

REGISTRY CLEANING, AT YOUR DISPOSAL
Your registry is one of the most important parts of your PC — show it a little love by
giving it an in-depth cleaning, and free up some space.

CLEAN YOUR PC AUTOMATICALLY
Why not let us do all the work? Set up schedules for your Cleanup so we can give
your PC a much-needed cleaning on a monthly, weekly, or even daily basis to make
sure it stays at the top of its game.
BOOST YOUR STARTUP TIME
By adjusting your settings, delaying or disabling any application that tries to boot up
with your computer, you can wake your PC up even faster from its power naps

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:
PC:
Processor Pentium 4, 256 MB RAM,
100 MB of free hard disk space
Microsoft Windows XP SP3/Vista/7/8/8.1/10
(32/64 bit)

GET YOUR PC RUNNING ITS BEST
Some apps don’t have your best interests in mind. Disable these untrustworthy applications to make your PC safer and perform better. To double down on better performance, you can also tweak system settings to keep things running smoothly.
PROTECT YOUR CLEANLINESS — IN REAL TIME
When you uninstall a program, it usually leaves leftover files on your machine that
don’t really need to be there. Cleanup automatically detects these pesky files and
gets rid of them before they can add up.

WINDOWS 10 COMPATIBLE
Avast Cleanup is Windows 10 compatible.

COMPARE AVAST CLEANUP VERSIONS:
AVAST CLEANUP
FREE

FEATURES

AVAST CLEANUP
PREMIUM

Browser cache cleaning
Add-on and search engine manager
Tracking cookie removal
Other cookie removal
Browsing and download history cleaner
Smart junk removal
Risky apps removal
System optimizer
Registry optimizer
Start-time booster
Real-time monitoring

LOCAL AVAST PARTNER

Scheduled cleaning
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